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a smile and tears in your eyes, don't miss this best love movie. Sure you'll love this choice. Some may be classics, but they keep moving us, so we know the most beautiful love quotes!1. Pride and Prejudice (Pride and Prejudice) - A YouTube screenshot of Britain in the late 17th century, five sisters raised by their mother whose goal was for her daughters to find the perfect
husband. Elizabeth (Lizzy), one of the girls, doesn't aspire to this and thinks very differently from her mother. But when Mr Darcy entered his life, things turned out to be more complicated... Emotions, feelings, and surprises are born, touching Lizzy in the heart and this is detached from her pride. Those of you who haven't seen this movie, will love it! 2. Never Forget (The Notebook)
Record Never Forgets (The Notebook) – Youtube Screenshot From the beginning of the movie, the tone is set. It starts with an old man (Noah) who reads some notes from a book dedicated to Allie, his eternal love. Little by little she tells how they met, their breakup drama and their struggle to stay together against everything... Love is stronger than anything and you will see it in
this movie! 3. P.S. I Love You recordP.S. I Love You – Youtube screenshots of Holly and Gerry have been in love since college and they are all happier that they always knew they were soul mates of each other. The two complement each other perfectly, but something unimaginable happens: Gerry dies. A few months after she disappeared, Holly received a surprise in her
mailbox... Signed Gerry. 4. Our Opposite Stars (The Fault in Our Stars) recordNo stars opposite (The Fault in Our Stars) - Youtube screenshot This film is one of the most recognized by the public because it is imbued with rare emotions. OK simple that turns into a lifetime is the spirit! Hazel Grace has suffered from lung cancer since she was 16, but one day she met the love of
her life: Augustus Waters. The two met in a group speaking for children with cancer and Augustus gave a new meaning to his life. 5. Note Moulin RougeMoulin Rouge - Classic Youtube screenshots that should not be missed under any circumstances. The romance between Christian, a bohemian artist, and Satine, the great singer of the Moulin Rouge. Mythical place -Paris-, many
dreams, interesting music, and a real atmosphere: these are the ingredients of Baz Luhrmann's magnificent film. 6. Sex – The City recordSex – The City – Youtube Screenshots We love to find our favorite fashionistas! Carrie Bradshaw returns in this first installment of Sex and the City. In his relationship with Mr. Big, the marriage approached... And doubt too! A movie that looks
like an extended episode, with lots of fun and nostalgia! 7. It's About Time To Record This About Time – Youtube Screenshot This is the story of Tim Lake, a young man who has the power to travel back in time, like all the men in his family. Because of his desire to be true, the young man just had to think about it very hard. This is how he met the beautiful Mary, on New Year's
Eve... 8. Titanic RecordTitanic – Another classic Youtube screenshot we've seen at least 100 times! This is a movie you never get tired of seeing... and see you again! This moment when Jack and Rose cross their eyes really makes us want to have to love us this same love, sincere, vibrant and romantic. Of course, lastly, we know it, but the most important thing is this meeting
between two things that are all against! 9. Moonrise Kingdom recordMoonrise Kingdom – Moonrise Kingdom Youtube screenshots took place in the 60s. Suzy and Sam, two children, make a pact: they'll run away together. Their families, worried that they would disappear, began searching for them. The old relationship resuries, the secrets and the hatred between the characters...
But most of all, love two kids! 10. Sweet November recordSweet November – Youtube Screenshot This is a love story between two worlds, two universes that meet. The hero is a successful publicist while the hero is a girl who little does not know. Nelson and Sara met during the exam to retrieve their driver's license. He decided to copy it on her but the supervisor, thinking that she
was cheating on him, sent him back. The young woman is trying to figure out where she lives... 11. Dear John (Dear John) recordCher John (Dear John) - Youtube screenshot of John Tyree, a Special Forces soldier, going to visit his father during his time off. Savannah Curtis was a student. The two knew each other at a beach party and love at first sight was instantaneous. After
two weeks together, John had to go with Special Forces and Savannah, at the University. They promised to write their own and continue their love story from a distance... 12. It's Time for Autumn (A Walk to Remember) to record The Time of an Autumn (A Walk to Remember) - Youtube Screenshot This is the story of a bad boy who falls in love with a perfect girl who hides a heavy
secret. Classics that never tire and that always evoke so 13. Between two beaches (The Lake House) recording Between Two Beaches (The Lake House) - Youtube Screenshot In 2006, Dr. Kate Forster left the beautiful lake house where she lived and loved it. She left a letter in the mailbox asking the new tenant to send her letter back to her new address and told her that a
strained claw print from the pier and the door of the house were already there before she moved in. Architect Alex Wyler arrived at the house and found Kate's letter. She had a surprise: the house was dirty, dusty and didn't look like the picture she had. Besides, he didn't see any claw prints... 14. Letters to Juliette (Letters to Juliet) save Letters to Juliet - Youtube screenshot of
Sophie, a young American who works for New York magazine, embarks on a trip to Verona with her fiance Victor who will open her Italian restaurant in Manhattan. Sophie makes the most of this stay to find out a little more about Verona. There she finds Juliet's house where hundreds of young people come to ask for help and advice about love. There, Sophie found a 50-year-old
letter and set her mind to answer it... 15. The Lucky One record The Lucky One – Youtube screenshot of Logan Thibault, a North American Navy sergeant, finds a photo in the desert, Iraq. This one, a young woman smiled. He slipped it in his pocket, without really knowing why... 16. Remember To Record MeRemember Me – Tyler's Youtube screenshot is of a rebellious boy who
lives in New York and has a complicated relationship with his family. Real change happened when he met Ally. Tyler bet initially on a story without tomorrow, but the fun and the way Ally captivated him. She finally fell in love with him... 17. Give me your hand (Leap Year) recording Your Hand (Leap Year) – Youdasse's screenshot waiting for her boyfriend's marriage proposal,
Anna decides to reverse the role and asks her lover to marry her. The Americans intend to take advantage of the Irish tradition to do so... But nothing will go according to plan! 18. I promise (The Vow) to recordI promise you (The Vow) - Youtube screenshot This is the story of a very loving couple. One day, a lover was in a car accident. Paige fell into a coma from a blow to the
head. He finally woke up with no memory of Leo, half of it. Therefore, a desperate young man is obliged to win back his loved ones... 19. The Secret of Charlie (Charlie St. Cloud) recorded The Secret of Charlie (Charlie St. Cloud) - Charlie St. Cloud's Youtube screenshot is haunted by the death of his brother, who he feels responsible for. A funeral guard, he sees his brother every
day. Another meeting complicates his existence even more... Tess a lost classmate, suddenly appears in his life. Is it real? 20. I almost said I love you (Perdona si te llamo Amor) recordI almost said I love you (Perdona si te llamo Amor) - Youtube screenshot alex is a very happy publicist almost forty years old and Nikki, a 17 year old girl full of dreams and ideals. They met around
the corner and from then on, Alex's whole world took a new turn. A film that shows us the beauty of love despite the age difference... 21. One Day Record One Day – Youtube screenshots Emma and Dexter have known each other since college night. They spent the night together and eventually decided to remain friends. For 20 years, they would love each other, tear each other
apart, find each other... 22. 500 Days of Summer record 500 Days of Summer – Youtube screenshot of Tom is a boy who believes that love happens doomed and magical, Summer thinks... quite the opposite. While all seemed to oppose them, they eventually realized that they had a lot in common. A story more than moving: A story that talks about love, not a love story. 23. Ten
Things I Hate About You recordTix Good Reasons to Throw You Away (Ten Things I Hate About You) – White Youtube Screenshots are popular girls that everyone wants to get along with. Kat, her older sister, is the opposite. Cameron falls in love with Blanche but things get complicated because Blanche won't go out with him until Kat finds someone too... The young man who
falls in love then decides to hire Pat, a bad boy, so he can go out with Kat... 24. La La Land recordLa la Land – Youtube screenshot of Mia, actress-in-time, running an audition. Sebastian, a jazz fan, performs in a shabby place. When they met it was love at first sight. Will their love survive in Hollywood? 25. Before you (I was before you) save Before You – Louisa and Will Youtube
screenshots will have something in common however... When the young living woman arrives in Will's life, everything will change! Will a paralysed young man who no longer has a sense of life regain the strength to love? 26. Vacation Notes Everything begins with an apartment exchange between a British woman and an American woman who wants to spend a peaceful vacation,
away from the men and the disappointment they give. But it was without relying on impromptu meetings that would make this holiday the beginning of a wonderful story... Between beautiful landscapes and casting with little onions (Cameron Diaz, Kate Winslet and Jude Law are just that!), it's a love movie that makes you want to go on vacation very quickly! 27. A United Kingdom
recordA United Kingdom – Credit: Courtesy of Tiff The true story of that love against the young King Bostwana and the 24-year-old Londoner. Together they had to defy British and African law, their families and the dictates of apartheid. Their love of overcoming all obstacles has changed the future of the country and inspired the whole world. 28. Only the Earth (God's Own
Country) records theUle of the earth – Allocine Johnny is a young farmer who lived a very hard life as a farmer in the arid and cold Yorkshire countryside. His grandmother and his sick and disabled father relied on him to prevent the farm from collapsing. One day, a Romanian seasonal worker is hired to help him, which will lead to a mix of unknown and new emotions in Johnny,
who lights up as he goes to love. 29. Call Me By Your Name recordingCall Me By Your Name – NewYorker Elio is a young scholar of a sophisticated and intellectual family. Despite being mature for his age, he retains a certain candour when it comes to love matters. When an attractive American arrives at the villa where he spends the summer of 83 to work with his father, Elio will
find a revival of desire, in this Italian countryside that will change his life forever. 30. Note The Promise In 1914, when the war loomed and the Ottoman Empire collapsed, Michael, a young Armenian medical student, and Chris, an American photographer reporter, fell in love with the same woman, Ana, and fought for it. Romantic passions mix with historical plots that tell the story
of the massacre of Armenians. Did you like this article? You may love our selection of trendy wedding dresses! How do you make your relationship last? Find our suggestions in the video!!
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